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Abstract The content-based image retrieval methods are
developed to help people find what they desire based on pre-
ferred images instead of linguistic information. This paper
focuses on capturing the image features representing details
of the collar designs, which is important for people to choose
clothing. The quality of the feature extraction methods is
important for the queries. This paper presents several new
methods for the collar-design feature extraction. A proto-
type of clothing image retrieval system based on relevance
feedback approach and optimum-path forest algorithm is also
developed to improve the query results and allows users to
find clothing image of more preferred design. A series of
experiments are conducted to test the qualities of the fea-
ture extraction methods and validate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the RF-OPF prototype from multiple aspects.
The evaluation scores of initial query results are used to test
the qualities of the feature extraction methods. The average
scores of all RF steps, the average numbers of RF iterations
taken before achieving desired results and the score transi-
tion of RF iterations are used to validate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the proposed RF-OPF prototype.

Keywords Content-based clothing image retrieval · Collar
design · Feature extraction · Saliency map · SIFT ·Relevance
feedback · Optimum-path forest

1 Introduction

As e-commerce continues to gain momentum in the mar-
ket, more and more consumers are searching online shops
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for clothing items. However, sifting through the massive
amounts of available products to find an item that suits one’s
tastes and preferences can be an arduous, time-consuming
task. Many sites support keyword-based searches, but items
in online shops often lack specific design-related tags and
include technical names that few shoppers are familiar with.
One image search approach that researchers have proposed as
visual query-based alternatives to keyword-driven searches is
the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) method [1], which
involves expressing image content in feature vectors and then
comparing the similarities betweenvarious images.Although
CBIR methods eliminate the need to build queries out of
keywords or other linguistic information and allows users to
search for visual information with visual information input,
their efficiencies largely depend on the quality of the fea-
ture vectors, and it remains to be challenged to extract the
image features capturing the design of clothing well. Some
researchers [2] have attempted to use color and texture, but
few researchers have delved into the possibilities of devel-
oping feature vectors to capture the designs of clothing in
detail.

The main contribution of this paper is twofold. One is a
novel method for extracting the detailed design features of
collars from 2D clothing images. The other is a prototype of
clothing image retrieval system based on Relevance Feed-
back approach and Optimum Forest algorithm for allowing
users to find clothing image of preferred design. We focus
on collars because it is a well-known fact among garment
designers that collar is a crucial part of a garment as it serves
as the frame for one’s face [3–5]. Since face is themost impor-
tant visual attribute for characterizing a person, the design of
a collar can largely affect the look of a garment and the overall
impression of a person. In addition, the artistic formation of a
collar is usually the most eye-catching part when people look
for clothing due to its horizontal perspective position clos-
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est to the observers’ eyes [6]. Although computer-assisted 3D
garment design technologies [7,8] and virtual fitting systems
[9,10] have become available recently, E-commercewebsites
for clothing shopping mainly show 2D clothing images for
users to choose.Our proposedmethod allows users to retrieve
the clothing of preferred design from such online shopping
sites first, which will narrow down the candidates and speed
up the procedure of virtual fitting [10].

In our study, we consider collar spread, turnover and the
front design as three important design factors of a collar
and develop new methods for automatically extracting those
features from clothing images. For the turnover and front
design, three different feature vectors based on SIFT feature
and Saliency Map are designed. We further apply optimum-
path forest algorithm to perform image search procedures. By
incorporating the relevance feedback approach into the OPF
process [11], our method enables users to search for images
based on his or her subjective preferences on collar design.
To validate the above proposed ideas andmethods, a series of
experiments are conducted. The experiment results presented
in [12] could not provide sufficient validation to the proposed
methods. First, only four subjects were involved in the exper-
iments and thus the results might not be reliable enough.
Second, neither the effects of the different collar types on the
evaluation scores nor the bias caused by the difference in the
number of images of different collar types was considered.
Third, the improvements of the RF-OPF prototype on the
three feature extraction methods were not discussed. In this
work, we redesign the experiments and succeed in achiev-
ing reliable and detailed results to validate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the proposed methods for all referred collar
types.

2 Related research

The ongoing spread of e-commerce, among other factors, has
prompted numerous researchers to explore the possibilities
of applying search methods to clothing. Liu et al. [13], for
example, proposed a method that makes it possible to use
snapshots to search for clothing available in online market-
places. The method developed by Liu et al. involves taking a
picture of a person’s body, separating the body into its con-
stituent parts (feet and legs, for example) and determining the
features of each part to enable users to search for images on
a fashion website. Bossard et al. [14] proposed a method for
classifying apparel in photographs. Using SVM and random
forest allows their method to establish clothing categories
like long skirts and coats and classify clothing according to
sleeve length, material and other attributes, but these classi-
fication schemes were the ultimate purpose of the research;
Bossard et al. did not include the idea of searching for cloth-
ing based on specific design elements. A project by Hsu et

al. [2] used images with uniform backgrounds as queries for
retrieving a limited scope of clothing items that one might
find in an online shop. With a piece of clothing serving as
the input for the method, their approach involved comparing
items based on the features—color, texture, SIFT features
and outline—that the pixels in the clothing regions of the
given images form. features were also used in our study,
which aimed to extract the designs and other characteristics
of collars. None of these existing methods are capable of
searching for detailed information that collar designs repre-
sent. One recent study proposed the idea of using sketches
to search for clothing items with the desired design [15].
However, the method presents problems for people who lack
sufficient sketching skills.

In the CBIR field, meanwhile, relevance feedback (RF)
method has been drawing substantial attention for its use
of dialogic feedback between the users and the system for
learner-driven learning and searching purposes. Searching
based on relevance feedback method makes it possible to
update classifiers by showing results to users. Researchers
have already tested this approach in searching for images
with ambiguous thematic content, such as ocean scenes, cats
and sunsets. One study has proposed a method that produces
high-quality results via minimal amounts of feedback by
incorporating different types of classifiers and reusing past
classification results [16]. By employing a prototype with the
RF approach for learning and the OPF algorithm for search-
ing procedures, ourmethod enables users to search for collars
that align with their personal preferences, which may have
positive effects on choosing the whole clothing.

3 Collar design

Generally, image searches operate on the similarity of visual
attributes of multiple images. Finding a collar that suits
one’s tastes, however, would require the matching of design
elements in greater detail. For our study, we begin by inter-
viewing instructors at fashion colleges about the design
elements of collars. Then we take their suggestions into con-
sideration to design feature vectors that can enable fine-tuned
search functionality. Clothing experts have suggested that
collars generally come in the following ten types (Fig. 1) [4].

Three important elements should be taken into consid-
eration in describing the collar designs. The first is the
collar spreads—theways they open. The second is Turnover.
Figure 2 shows two examples of the collar design with
turnover. The existence and shape of the turnover are some
of the most distinctive features affecting the preferences of
many consumers looking for buying clothing. The third is
front designs, which refers to the types of ribbons and frills
as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1 Collar types

Fig. 2 Turnover collars

Collar design preferences vary considerably according to
buyers’ tastes and needs. A person looking for work cloth-
ing, for example, would probably prefer a simple, clean look
to a busy, loud design. On the other hand, a buyer trying to
find something flashier to wear for a fancy occasion might
opt for an ensemble that features frills or a gather. Personal
tastes affect people’s clothing choices in a wide variety of

Fig. 3 Collar with front designs

other ways, for instance, the likelihood of a person with a
reserved, quiet personality buying a frilly design is rather
slim. In hopes of enabling a search approach that reflects user
preferences, we design feature vectors to describe detailed
collar designs and build a search system using the rele-
vance feedback method based on OPF algorithm. For the
preliminary feature extraction process, our method involves
obtaining feature vectors describing three design elements:
collar spread, turnover and front design-for each clothing
item in the clothing database. Three kinds of feature extrac-
tion methods based on SIFT Saliency and Saliency & SIFT,
respectively, are implemented. In the runtime phase, OPF
algorithm is used to classify the images into relevant or irrel-
evant based on the initial training images. The OPF classifier
is refined through iterative relevance feedback from the users.
The frameworkof the proposed approaches is shown inFig. 4.

Fig. 4 The framework of the proposed approaches
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Fig. 5 Computing the feature
vectors of the collar spread

4 Designing and extracting feature vector

In order to adopt the RF approach and use the OPF algorithm
to search the items of preferred collar design, it is necessary
to build a feature vector space that effectively reflects the
design features of collars. To describe the three important
elements, which are spread, turnover and front designs, the
feature vectors are designed and extracted as below.

4.1 Collar spread

For our study, we limit our scope to images of tops that
showed the wearer’s upper body only. We also assume that
each image has a monochromatic background showing a
human subject from the front and the color of which is at least
somewhat different from that of the subject’s skin. Incorpo-
rating more advanced image processing technologies would
make it possible to ease these restrictions, but doing sowould
deviate from the main focus of our study. Figure 5 illustrates
the process of extracting feature vectors that represent the
collar spread (opening).We use the following steps to extract
features:

Step 1: Dividing the image into background, clothing and
skin regions.

This step is the preparation work for identifying the collar
line (the clothing-skin boundary) of Step 2 and determining
the outline of the clothing in the image (the clothing-
background boundary) of Step 5. The collar spread features
can be expressed according to the depth value for each angle
emanating from the subject’s neck, as indicated by the result
of Step 7 in Fig. 5.

We separate the background and the foreground of the
input image. To extract the skin color region, we use skin
color S, the dominant color of the area between the neckline
and the chin, as our learning data and extract the pixels with

the shortest Mahalanobis’ generalized distances from skin
color S and use their color t as the skin color. And thus we
can define the collar line and clothing outline by locating the
skin, clothing and background boundaries. We place single
seeds in the skin, clothing and background areas respectively
and then watershed algorithm was used to divide the image
into the three regions based on these seeds.
Step 2: Extracting collar line

With the image divided into three regions, we then extract
pixels fromwhere the skin and clothing regions meet to iden-
tify the collar line.

Step 3: Getting the l, r, c points
This step involved extracting the coordinates of the left

end 1, center c and right end r of the collar line, which will
be used in Step 7 to compute the feature vectors representing
the spread of collar. We use chain codes to trace the contour
of the entire collar line identified in Step 2, which allow us to
determine the coordinates of left end 1 and right end r. Then
the coordinates of 1 and r are used to determine the center c
of the collar.

Step 4: Obtaining the intersection points
Then we extend radial lines from the center c in the direc-

tion of αi = i×π/36 (i = 0, . . . , 36) until the lines intersect
with the collar line that we extracted in Step 2. The intersec-
tions are defined as points pi (i = 0, . . . , 36).

Step 5: Extracting clothing outline
With the image divided into three regions in Step 1,

we extract pixels from where the clothing and background
regions meet to generate the clothing outline.

Step 6: Estimating shoulder width S
Using the clothing outline founded in Step 5, we next

calculate shoulder width. Its value serves as the basis for
normalizing the feature vector calculations in Step 7. By
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the
result by spread feature vectors
on clothes with V opening,
square opening, turn over and
front design collar

normalizing the feature vectors, we ensure that the feature
quantities obtained are independent of image size.

To calculate shoulder width, we use the differential of
body width. Denoting the body width at height y in the cloth-
ing outline as W (y), the shoulder width S is given as W (ys)
at the height ys, where the second-order derivative of W (y)
exceeds a given threshold.

S = W (ys)W
′′ (ys) > thw (1)

Step 7: Calculating feature vectors
With the intersection points pi (i = 0, . . . , 36) obtained

in Step 4 and the center c obtained in Step 3, the lengths
|c − pi | (i = 0, . . . , 36) are computed and normalized based
on shoulder width obtained in Step 6. Finally, the normalized
values constitute the 36d feature vector of the collar.

Figure 6 shows the searching results using the above
spread feature vector only. We can see the collar spread fea-
ture is well captured (the first two rows), but the feature of
turnover and front design cannot be distinguished (the last
two rows).

4.2 Turnover and front design

To capture the features of turnover and front design, we
design three different feature vectors, which are described in
the following as SIFT-Based Feature (SBF), Saliency-Based
Feature (SABF) andSaliency&SIFT-Based Feature (SSBF).

SBF

SIFT is the most commonly used size and orientation invari-
ant feature. Using a gradient histogram around arranged
points makes it is possible to capture local details of image
contents. It can be expected to capture ribbon shapes and
other design details. To accelerate the feature matching in
image retrieval,we combined the bag-of-visual-wordmethod
[17–19] with the SIFT feature extraction. First we compute
the 128d local SIFT feature. ThenK-meansmethod is used to
cluster the SIFT feature vectors into 500 clusters (500 here is
empirically given). The centers of clusters are used as code-
words. Finally, each SIFT feature vector is mapped to the
closest codeword to obtain the histogram of the codewords,
which is a 500d feature vector.We compute the above feature
vector for the region from the collar to the chest (Collar-SIFT)
and the whole image (Whole-SIFT).

SABF

Figure 7 illustrates the comparison of searching results
between a piece of plain front design clothing and a striped V
collar one using SIFT feature. While this approach manages
to find relatively good matches (the first row) for the plain
clothing image, it fails to produce the same quality results
(the second row) for a striped one. The second row results
shows that images with similar clothing textures—not collar
designs—appear in the top search results. In other words, the
SIFT features can be too dominated by texture features.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of search results between a piece of plain clothing
and a striped one with Sift feature

In order to reduce the effects of the texture features on the
collar designs, we propose a new feature extraction method
using saliency map proposed by Xiaodi et al. [20]. Drawing
on the mechanisms of human visual attention, the saliency
map method allows users to determine the area of an image
that observers are most likely to focus on. A saliency map
calculates the degree of attention not based on the presence
of patterns, but on the differences between a given location of
an image and its surroundings. This method can be expected
to be effective for obtaining features from the front designs
as well as turnover, which are the decorative embellishments
serving for attracting attention. As long as the design is dis-
tinct in some way from its surroundings, the saliency map
method can get good matches even if the clothing consists of
textures.

Figure 8 shows the results from two examples consisting
of textures. The frill area of the example shown in Fig. 8a
exhibits prominent differences from its surroundings on the
saliency map. Even though the clothing consists of large
checked textures, the turnover can still be captured by the
Saliency Map (Fig. 8b).

The appearance of a front design, meanwhile, depends
heavily on the size, length and breadth of their attention-
drawing elements. Various shapes and sizes of ribbons and

frills have an impact on personal preference. Frills that cover
a considerable area on a piece of clothing, for example, cre-
ate quite a different visual impression from minimal, dainty
frills on the top of the collar. One can also locate areas with
the highest concentrations of elements that diverge from the
general look of a given clothing item. The frills in the images
of Fig. 9a, for example, spread out across the width of the
wearer’s chest to create a relatively showy impression. The
ribbons in the images of Fig. 9b, meanwhile, give the cloth-
ing a more extravagant but vertically oriented appearance.
To capture these design-related differences, the proposed
method lays a given grid (3 × 5) over the saliency map as
shown in Fig. 9b. We obtain a 15d feature vector, where the
pixels values’ sum in each grid cell represents a dimension
of the feature vector.

SSBF

This approach, however, can capture the overall shape of
front design only. If the clothing in the input image features
a small group of frills, the design details of the frills cannot
be captured. We thus propose a method that combines the
saliency map and SIFT feature. Fortunately, Saliency Map
proposed by Xiaodi et al. [20] allows controlling the level

Fig. 10 Saliencymap computed with themethod given in [20]. a Input
image. b SaliencyMap computed using low frequency band. c Saliency
Map computed using high-frequency band

Fig. 8 The results of Saliency
Map acting on two clothing
images. a An example with
front design. b An example with
turnover

Fig. 9 Feature vector design
for capturing front designs. a
Examples of ribbons. b 3 × 5
grid arranged on saliency map
for capturing the spatial
distribution of front designs
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Fig. 11 Extracting turnover features in a high-detailed Saliency Map

Fig. 12 Results by SBF (top) and SSBF (bottom)

of detail. Using the high-frequency band to compute the dif-
ference from the average, we obtain results that retain the
frill details (Fig. 10c). Figure 11 shows the result of using
a Saliency map over a striped shirt with a turnover collar. If
we are to apply normal edge detection to this image, with its
prominent pattern, it will be difficult to determine where the
turnover is. Using a Saliency Map with the proper level of
detail, however, allows us to limit the impact of the pattern to
a certain degree. Then by computing the SIFT features from
the saliency map image, we are able to obtain the details
of collar design while eliminating the influence of texture
features of the clothing item.

In Fig. 12, the images of the top row are the search results
obtained using SIFT feature only. The clothing items with
round neck are also included in the results as those items have
the gather pattern similar to the strip texture of the input cloth-
ing. Most of those items are eliminated in the results shown
in the bottom row by combining SaliencyMap and SIFT fea-
ture. In addition, more items with turnover collar or similar
collar spread are included in the search results. However, the
query results are still not good enough. So a prototype com-
bining Relevance Feedback approach with OPF classifiers
is proposed to improve the qualities of the query results as
follows.

5 The RF-OPF prototype

Relevance feedback (RF) method is a critical component in
our CBIR prototype, which makes it possible for users to
interact with the system and thus reflects their design prefer-
ence in the query. The classifiers, another critical component
of our CBIR system, are used for processing queries. Their
efficiency (related with response time) and effectiveness
(related with users’ satisfaction) are very important for eval-
uating the quality of this CBIR system. In our prototype, we
use the optimum-path Forest (OPF) [11,21,22] classifier for
query and classification. OPFworks bymodeling the classifi-
cation as a graph partition in a given feature space. It starts as

Fig. 13 Generating the OPF classifier

a complete graph, whose nodes represent the feature vectors
of all images in the database. All pairs of nodes are linked by
arcs which are weighted by the distances between the feature
vectors of the corresponding nodes (referred as costs here and
after). As illustrated by Fig. 13, given a set of training nodes,
a minimum spanning tree (MST) can be generated from the
complete graph. Then the adjacent training nodes are marked
as prototypes if they belong to different classes, which are
relevant and irrelevant in our case. The partition of the graph
is carried out by the competition process among prototypes,
which offer optimum paths to the remaining nodes of the
graph. The optimum paths from the prototypes to the other
samples are computed by the algorithm of the image forest-
ing transform (IFT), which is essentially Dijkstra’s algorithm
modified for multiple sources and more general path-value
functions. At last, all the non-prototypes are connected with
a prototype directly or indirectly with the minimum costs.
With the prototypes as the roots and the non-prototypes as the
intermediate and terminal nodes, the optimum trees are built,
which constitute the optimum-path forest (OPF). Compared
with SVM,ANN-MLP andK-NN,OPF is usually superior to
ANN-MLP and K-NN in accuracy and significantly outper-
forms SVM in computation time [11,21,22], which is very
important in a prototype based onRF approach that generates
results in a dialogic fashion.

All the images in the database are represented by the fea-
ture vectors extracted with one of the three methods referred
in the Sect. 4. The first is Spread + Collar-SIFT + Whole-
SIFT representedby1036d (36d+500d+500d). The second
is Spread + Saliency represented by 51d (36d + 15d). The
last is Spread + Saliency-SIFT represented by 1036d (36d
+ 500d + 500d).

Based on the OPF classifier described above, we build our
RF-OPF prototype, using the following steps:

1. The initial training set containing images of ten differ-
ent collar types plus front design type is presented to
user. When the users choose one desired collar type from
the initial training set, the five images with smallest L2
distance to the chosen image in the feature spaces are
returned to the users.
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Fig. 14 The operating mechanism of the RF-OPF prototype

2. The user evaluates the results. If he/she is satisfied with
the initial query result, the RF ends up without using the
OPF classifier. If not satisfied, he/she should mark the
images with × representing irrelevant or O representing
relevant.

3. The first five images marked with × or O constitute
the original training set for building an OPF classifier
mentioned above. The procedure is illustrated as Fig. 14
below and the detail of the OPF algorithm was described
in [21]. Then we use the OPF classifier to sort the unclas-
sified images of the database into two classes, relevant
and irrelevant.

4. The RF-OPF prototype then chooses five images with
the maximum degree of relevance as the query results
and five images with the minimum degree of relevance
as the training samples from the relevant class and returns
them to the users. The new marked training samples will
be merged into the former training samples to build a
new OPF classifier for the next RF phase if the users are
not satisfied. This procedure continues until the users are
satisfied.

The framework and operating mechanism of our RF-OPF
prototype are shown in Figs. 4 and 14, respectively.

When selecting the query results and the training samples,
we compare the costs of paths from all non-training images to
all relevant and irrelevant prototypes. The five images which
belong to relevant class with the largest ratio of costs to the
relevant prototypes over costs to the irrelevant prototypes are
chosen as the query results. The training samples are the five
images which belong to relevant class and have the smallest
ratio of costs to the relevant prototypes over costs to the
irrelevant prototypes. In our implementation, the cost of the
arc connecting two adjacent nodes of the OPF feature space
is calculated with the L2-norm. And the cost of a path is the
maximum value of the costs of all arcs constituting the path.

Assuming the number of relevant prototypes and irrele-
vant prototypes to be k and m and denoting the k relevant
prototypes and m irrelevant prototypes as pi (i = 1, 2. . .k)
and q j ( j = 1, 2. . .m), we consider k × m pairs of (pi , q j )

Fig. 15 Number of images for the ten collar types and clothing with
front design

in computing the ratio of the costs of paths to the relevant
and irrelevant prototypes. Let CRU→pi and CIU→q j

rep-
resent the costs of the path from a non-training sample U
to the relevant prototype pi and the irrelevant prototype q j ,
respectively. RelevanceU→(pi ,qj), which represents the ratio
of CRU→pi over CIU→qj , is computed as:

RelevanceU→(pi ,qj) =
∥
∥
∥CRU→pi − CIU→qj

∥
∥
∥ (2)

We use subtraction instead of ratio to avoid encountering the
overflow problem when CIU→qj is very small.

6 Experiment and discussion

6.1 Experiment

The images used for experiments are gathered from the Inter-
net. All images have monochromatic background and show
upper bodies from the front. Totally there are 274 images
including ten different collar types and the clothingwith front
design as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The number of images for
each of the ten collar types and the clothing with front design
is shown in Fig. 15. Because it should be easier to find a cer-
tain collar type if the number of it in the database is high, we
take into consideration the proportion of image numbers of
different collar types in evaluating the efficiency of proposed
methods.

For all images, we pre-computed their Spread, SBF,
SABF, SSBF vectors. The Spread feature vector has 36
dimensions representing the distance from the neck center to
the collar line measured every π/36 as shown in Fig. 5. The
SIFT feature vector is computed for the collar area and the
whole upper clothing area, which consists of 500 dimensions
separately (Fig. 7). When being used alone, the SABF vector
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Fig. 16 Comparison of the average scores of the three methods on the collar types

has 15 dimensions (Fig. 9). When combined with SIFT, it
has 500 dimensions.

As described in Sect. 5, our RF procedure starts by letting
the users choose one desired image out of an initial training
set containing images of ten different collar types plus front
design type. This step is used to build the initialOPF classifier
and has big impact on the results of the following RF steps.
In other words, the type of collar the users choose at the
initiation step should be an important parameter in designing
the experiment for two reasons. One is its relationship with
the feature vectors; the effectiveness of the proposed feature
vectors should be different for different collar types. The
other is its number used in the experiment as it should be
easier to find a certain collar type if there are more images
of such type in the database. The experiments presented in
[12], however, ignored these factors completely. To solve the
problems, in our new experiments, each subject is asked to
test all the ten collar types plus one front designs for the three
different combinations of feature vectors: Spread + SBF,
Spread+SABF and Spread+SSBF. Therefore, each subject
performed 33 tests in total and we compared the effects of
the three feature vectors for each collar type, respectively. To
eliminate the bias caused by the population of collar types in
the database, the number of images of each collar type is used
toweight the score inverselywhen compare the average score
of the three feature vectors for all images. While previous
experiments used only four subjects [12], we improved the
reliability of experiment results by expanding the number of
subjects to 10. The ten subjects are female college students
from school of nursing. For each of the three feature vectors,
they were asked to initiate the RF with each collar type in the
initial training set. At each step of RF, the subjectswere asked
to mark each of the five training images as “relevant” (O)

and “irrelevant” (×) and evaluate each of the query results
as “satisfactory” (O) and “unsatisfactory” (×). Then a score
ranging 0–5, which corresponds to the number of satisfactory
images, is automatically computed for the query results of
each step.

6.2 Comparisons of feature vectors (Spread + SBF,
Spread + SABF, Spread + SSBF)

Figure 16 shows the evaluation scores (averaged by ten sub-
jects’scores) of the initial query results for the three feature
vectors. We can observe that SBF and SSBF perform well at
the first six collar types, especially for the Square and the V
types. SSBF works well for the Crew type also and SABF
is excellent for the Off shoulder type. We use the weighted
(inversely proportional to their number percentage of total)
average scores of the collar types to compare the overall qual-
ities of the three methods, which will reduce the bias caused
by the different number of images of different collar types.
As shown in Fig. 17, the weighted score of the SSBFmethod
is higher than those of the other two. One-tailed paired t-test
reveals that the average score of SSBF in Fig. 17 is signifi-
cantly higher than that of SBF and SABF at significance level
5% (p = 0.05).

6.3 Improvement by RF-OPF

Although the results shown in Fig. 17 demonstrate that SSBF
is more effective than the other two feature vectors, the initial
query results of each feature vector is not good enough. It is
because that the weighted average score of even the best
case(SSBF) is just 3.08 against the full score of 5. We expect
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Fig. 17 Comparison of the weighted average scores of the three meth-
ods on the collar types

Fig. 18 The improvement of the RF-OPF prototype on the methods

that continuing the RF iterations illustrated in Sect. 5 can
further improve the qualities of the query results.

So if the subjects get few satisfactory images from the
first query results, they are asked to continue the query and
evaluation process until they are satisfied with the number
of the satisfactory images returned by the RF-OPF proto-
type. The evaluation scores at each RF step are also averaged

by the ten subjects and inversely weighted by the number
of collar types as we have done in dealing with the initial
query results. Since the subjects always terminated the RF
when the query results contain four or five desired images
(the evaluation scores are correspondingly 4 or 5), the times
of RF iteration they took also reflects the efficiency of our
RF-OPF prototype. To validate whether RF-OPF is useful for
improving the query results, we compare the average evalu-
ation scores of all RF steps with the first query scores. Please
note that not all collar types are used in computing the aver-
age evaluation scores of all RF steps. It is because the results
of the Square and the V collar types with the SBF and the
SSBF methods satisfy the subjects at the initial query phase,
and the Crew collar type with the SSBF method satisfies the
subjects at the initial query phase too. On the other hand,
Square collar type with the SABF cannot get any suitable
image at the initial query phase, which generates a score
of zero that cannot be compared in this experiment. There-
fore, as is shown in the left title of Fig. 18, there are ten,
eight and nine collar types with the above three feature vector
combinations to be compared. Figure 18 shows that the RF-
OPF prototype makes great improvement on the initial query
results for all the three feature vectors, which are 107.69,
43.28 and 95.47%, respectively. But for those collar types
not involved in the RF phases, the effectiveness of the RF-
OPF prototype cannot be validated in this way. We partially
address this problem with another experiment described
later.

The average RF iteration times the subjects take to reach
their objects are the evidences to validate the efficiency of
the RF-OPF prototype directly and the corresponding fea-
ture vectors indirectly. We compare the average RF times of
the three methods from the ten subjects on each collar type in
Fig. 19. From this figure, some useful information about the
efficiency of the RF-OPF prototype on the collar types can
be observed, such as the Square collar type being still very

Fig. 19 Comparison of the RF times of the three methods on the collar types
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Fig. 20 Comparison of the average RF times of the three methods

Fig. 21 Scores trends of five RF steps on the three feature vectors

difficult to be found with the SABF vector even with the help
of RF-OPF prototype. Figure 20 shows that the SSBF vector
needs the least average RF times (1.30) to make the users sat-
isfied, which demonstrates its efficiency. A one-tailed paired
t test for the RF times in Fig. 20 shows that the difference
between the SBF and SSBF and that between the SBF and
SSBF are statistical significance (p = 0.05). The difference
between the SBF and SABF is statistical significance at some
extent (p = 0.1).

Since the experiment results of Fig. 18 do not contain the
entire collar types, the effectiveness of the RF-OPF prototype
cannot be validated completely. To solve this problem, we
ask all the subjects to perform five times RF steps no matter
what the results are at each step. Since the highest average RF
times of the three feature vectors shown by Fig. 20 is 3.21, 5
times is considered to be enough for this experiment.With the
evaluation scores of the initial query and the five RF steps’
results, we get Fig. 21. It shows that the RF-OPF prototype
improves the first query scores of the three feature vectors
from 2.15, 2.82 and 1.53 to 4.54, 4.77 and 4.28, respectively.
The improvements are significant and the scores trends are
incremental in general.

At last we use the SSBF feature and the RF-OPF proto-
type to query similar collar images for the two given images

Fig. 22 a The top five results for a striped V collar image with the
SSBF method by the second RF phase. b The top five results for a front
design image with the SSBF method by the second RF phase

mentioned in Fig. 7. The results are shown in Fig. 22, which
shows that the stripedV collar type image can get five images
of similar collar design at the second RF step and the image
with front design can get four images of similar design at
the second RF step too. Note that, although the initial query
results or even the first RF results may be very unsatis-
factory, we can always get better results after several RF
iterations.

7 Conclusion

Collar design plays an important role when people choose
the desired clothing. In this paper, we focus our research on
the retrieval of clothing image based on the collar design.
Three different feature vectors SBF, SABF and SSBF com-
binedwith Spread for capturing the detailed features of collar
design and a CBIR prototype based on RF method and OPF
classifiers are proposed. Through experiments, it is proved
that SSBF is the best among the three feature vectors in
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terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. Our experiment
results also demonstrated that the proposed RF-OPF proto-
type improves the qualities of the query results significantly.

But there are still some technical problems to be solved.
1. The SSBF feature vector still does not react well to some
collar types, such as the Off shoulder and the Regular col-
lar types. 2. The subjects may be confused by some similar
collar types, such as the Round and the U collar type, the
Crew and the Boat collar type during the RF phases in the
experiment. In addition, the collars combing multiple design
features, such as a collar combing turnover with V spread or
front design, are difficult to be classified by the subjects. 3.
The score of the query results is computed as the number of
satisfactory images without considering the degree of satis-
faction of each image in the query results. To solve the first
problem, we plan to develop and experiment with other new
feature vectors for capturing the collar design. The second
problem can be solved by improving the spread feature vec-
tors for better describing the roundness, width and angle, so
as to better discriminate collar types of similar shape, like
the Round, Crew, Boat and U collar types. The 3rd prob-
lem can be solved by asking subjects to score each of the
retrieved images and analyze the trend of highest and average
scores of RF iterations. The current image database is rela-
tively small. We need to gather more images for improving
the reliability of the experiment results. Another important
issue is that the initial image sets for letting user to select
one collar type to initiate the RF have large impact on the
results of succeeding steps. We need to explore some new
methods which can always avoid misleading the building of
the classifier.

3D garment design is a rapidly developing field [7,8]. Pre-
senting 3D clothing images in clothing-shopping websites
will help people find the desired clothing more easily. So
it is very important for us to extend our research to deal
with 3D collar design features in the future. Although collar
is very important for choosing clothing, Color, texture and
the design of other parts of garments also affect how people
choose clothing at different extent. We are going to extend
our retrieval system by considering other features. It should
be easy to capture color and texture features with existing
computer vision technologies. The technology provided in
[13] can be employed for capturing the overall shape of gar-
ments. Moreover, the proposed RF-OPF system should have
high potential to dealwithmore design factors as it is reported
that OPF is superior to conventional learning algorithms such
asANN-MLP,K-NN and SVM in both computation time and
accuracy, especially in complex situations, i.e., with a large
amount of overlapped regions [21,23].
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